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“Art Capital of the West”

Real and Imagined Art Museums and Galleries in Berkeley
New Exhibit Opening Sunday, October 11
Program in auditorium 2 pm, followed by a reception to 5 pm

The Studio Building on the northeast corner of Shattuck and Addison had an art gallery on its top floor
in addition to artists’ studios. In 1907 it became the first home of what is now California College of the
Arts. The palette mosaic at the entrance was restored in 1978. Left photo, ca. 1906, courtesy of Berkeley
Architectural Heritage Association; right photo by Daniella Thompson.

W

hen artist Jennie V. Cannon visited Berkeley in 1907, she wrote, “I could not believe my eyes—there were artist
groups and displays everywhere—so many fine artists that this place surpasses San Francisco as the art capital
of the West.” As Berkeley town and gown look forward to the opening of the new Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific
Film Archive this winter, the exhibit will look back over more than 130 years of hopes, dreams, successes and setbacks.
Who knew that there was a Berkeley Art Museum back in the 1920s? That UC Berkeley’s third major building, after
North and South Halls, was built as an art gallery as well as the campus library? You may know about the “Old Art
Gallery” at Cal, a brick building behind Sproul Hall that had been a power and steam plant before it became a gallery
in 1934 with the help of art professor Eugen Neuhaus, art patron Albert Bender, and the class of 1933. It was a stopgap
measure that continued for thirty-six years. The exhibit will feature the rocky history of the dream for a major university art museum that dates back to the generosity of Phoebe Apperson Hearst in the 1890s and early 1900s but took
a long time to come to fruition.
(continued on page 3)

Greetings!

President’s Message

While some summers at BHS have been relatively quiet times, this past summer has certainly been an exception. In conjunction with the current exhibit,
“Berkeley Goes to the Fair,” exhibit curator and past president Steve Finacom
organized bi-weekly talks, running from mid-July until the end of August.
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The series began with architectural historian Laura Ackley’s presentation of
her richly-illustrated book, San Francisco’s Jewel City: the Panama Pacific Exposition of 1915. The second talk was an homage to Moe Moskowitz, legendary founder of Moe’s bookstore, presented by his daughter Doris Moskowitz.
Doris recalled Moe’s larger-than-life presence and peppered her talk with
lively anecdotes, capturing his spirit with renditions of his favorite jazz tunes.
On August 2, UCB architecture professor Andrew Shanken spoke about his
recent book, Into the Void Pacific: Building the 1939 San Francisco World’s
Fair. The rapt audience included a few folks who had attended the Fair in
‘39 – including our very own John Aronovici, Paul Grunland and John Underhill. “Fiction at the Fairs,” on August 16th, represented a detour into a
fictionalized account of the 1939 World’s Fair, with a spirited talk by mystery writer Kelli Stanley, who enriched her presentation with genuine articles
from the Fair.
At the final gathering, on August 30th, we heard from Ira Jacknis of the UCB
Hearst Museum of Anthropology and David Smith of the UCB Museum of
Paleontology. Both delivered memorable talks about the Golden Gate International Exposition of 1939–40—Jacknis about displays of Native American
exhibits and Smith on the Berkeley sculptor William Gordon Huff ’s monumental sculptures of prehistoric animals.
The “Berkeley Goes to the Fair” exhibit ends on September 26th—make sure
you don’t miss this terrific exhibit! There will also be a chance to see videos
of oral history interviews about the Free Speech Movement at the Center on
September 27th and October 4th.
We are looking forward to our next exhibit,“Berkeley: Art Capital of the
West,” opening on October 11th. Curated by new BHS Board member Ann
Harlow, it is devoted to the lesser known history of museums and galleries
in Berkeley. Previously the director of the art museum at St. Mary’s College,
Ann is offering us a view into the world of ephemeral Berkeley art institutions and some that never got past the planning stages.
BHS, in cooperation with Options Recovery Services and Country Joe McDonald, will be hosting a Veterans Day Event on November 11, 2015. This
year marks the 70th anniversary of the end of WWII and the 40th anniversary of the end of the Vietnam War. Please join us for a commemorative program and special exhibit honoring Berkeley veterans. Details of the program
will be posted on the BHS website www.berkeleyhistoricalsociety.org in the
near future.
Hope to see you at the Center this fall,
Jeanine Castello-Lin and Tonya Staros,
Co-Presidents

(Art Capital - continued from page 1)

The Evolution of Berkeley’s University Art Museum

The Bacon Art and Library Building (1881), one of the
first buildings on the Cal campus, featured an art gallery.
The flagpole at the right in this 1901 photo was where the
Campanile now stands. Photo courtesy of Berkeley Public
Library.

The November 1970 opening of the University Art Museum on
Bancroft Avenue, designed by Mario Ciampi, Richard Jorasch
and Ronald Wagner. Photo courtesy of BAMPFA.

The former power plant on Barrow Lane (behind Sproul Hall)
that housed the University Art Gallery from 1934 to 1970. Mosaics representing the arts, by Florence Alston Swift and Helen
Bruton, were added with WPA funding in 1936. Photo by Steve
Jenner.

Design by Diller Scofidio + Renfro for the new Berkeley Art
Museum and Pacific Film Archive, now under construction at
Center and Oxford Streets.

What about the “Real and Imagined” part of the exhibit title? When you visit, you’ll see drawings for a grand Beaux
Arts-style museum on campus; a proposed gallery dedicated to the work of painter William Keith, promoted by
Brother Cornelius Braeg and the Keith Art Association for decades; a downtown civic arts center envisioned by Sam
Hume in the 1940s; and Japanese architect Toyo Ito’s 2006-2008 design for the new Berkeley Art Museum, which
turned out to be too expensive to build. Posters, exhibition announcements and catalogs, early newspaper articles,
and more will also be on view.
This exhibit is a first attempt to piece together a complex history, and more information is likely to emerge during the
course of the show. We look forward to hearing your memories of art institutions in Berkeley. If you have interesting
ephemera from Berkeley museums and galleries (preferably pre-1990) that you would be willing to lend for the exhibit or donate to the BHS archives, please email info@berkeleyhistoricalsociety.org.
Ann Harlow
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Past and Present Museum Directors to Speak at BHS Programs

Peter Selz (age 96) and Laurence Rinder at closing of old
BAM/PFA, December 2014. Photo by Peter Cavagnaro.

Save these dates: On Sunday, October 11, we will celebrate the opening of “Art Capital of the West” with an introductory slide talk in the Veterans’ Building auditorium at 2 pm by curator Ann Harlow, followed by an informal conversation with Peter Selz, who came to Berkeley in 1965 from the Museum of Modern Art in New York to create the new
University Art Museum. Joining the panel will be Paul Karlstrom, author of Peter Selz: Sketches of a Life in Art, and
Gabrielle Selz, Peter’s daughter and author of a recent memoir, Unstill Life. After the approximately one-hour program,
there will be refreshments and book sales and signings in the lobby, with the exhibit open until 5 pm.
On Thursday, November 19, at 7 pm, Laurence Rinder, current director of the Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film
Archive, will give a talk in the History Center (reservations required; priority for BHS members until November 1).

Honoring the 100th Birthday of
Berkeley’s Campanile
John Aronovici and Steven Finacom will mount a small exhibit in the
lobby display case and one wall inside the History Center about Sather
Tower concurrently with the “Art Capital of the West” exhibit.
Steven, recently retired from the UC staff and longtime BHS board
member, will display pictures and objects from his personal collection
of Campanile treasures.
John, the History Center Manager, curated a BHS exhibit about the
Campanile in 2002. He also produced our CD of Campanile music.
He will display photos and drawings from his personal collection. His
cousin, John Noyes, played the early bells for 39 years and John remembers, as a young child, being allowed to play a note here and there when
his cousin pointed at a handle and said “push that one.”
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Film Showings: Inside the Free Speech Movement
Inside the Free Speech Movement, Part Two: Sunday, Sept. 27, 3-5 pm, Berkeley History Center
From the Free Speech Zone to the United Front and the Police Car Scene to Organizing the Free Speech Movement.
Looks at Administrative and FBI Involvement.

Inside the Free Speech Movement, Part Three: Sunday, Oct. 4, 3-5 pm, Berkeley History Center
Escalation of the FSM through the Sit-In, Arrests, and the Strike. Includes Faculty Support, the Resolution, the Trial,
and the Legacy of the Free Speech Movement.
Inside the Free Speech Movement, a film series by Linda Rosen and Jai Jai Noire, features oral history interviews that
grew out of the BHS exhibit on the Free Speech Movement. It covers the civil liberties and civil rights issues that led
up to and were launched by the FSM. Students of differing points of view came to consensus and successfully convinced the faculty, and eventually the administration and the Regents, to support First Amendment rights. Part One,
Precursors to the Free Speech Movement, was shown last spring.
The Student Rights Movement, which began in Berkeley, spread throughout the United States and the world, influencing the 1968 Paris student uprising and Prague Spring. Berkeley’s anti-Vietnam War protests, which followed on
the heels of the FSM, demonstrated how youth could successfully challenge the status quo and emboldened others to
follow suit. The Free Speech Movement permanently changed Berkeley. It serves as a positive role model for today’s
civil rights protests. Featuring Bettina Aptheker, David Lance Goines, Kathleen Piper, Jack Radey, Anita Medal, Prof.
Leon Wofsy, Prof. Peter Dale Scott, Henry Elson, and others.
Admission free; donations welcome; wheelchair accessible. Limited to 49 attendees, so please make a reservation by
email, info@berkeleyhistoricalsociety.org, or phone, (510) 848-0181.

March on Regents’ meeting. Photo by Ron Enfield.
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A Startling Fact about Julia Morgan’s Berkeley City Club
						By Dr. Sarah Gill, Docent and Club Archivist, Berkeley City Club
The Berkeley Women’s City Club, opened in 1930 at 2315 Durant Street
in Berkeley, was a wonderful medieval fantasy of Romanesque towers and
Gothic vaults by the architect Julia Morgan. It was the largest women’s clubhouse that Julia Morgan ever designed, and as a reinforced concrete project
of hers it was second in size only to Hearst Castle. In fact, at 46,105 square
feet, with forty-two guest rooms, it was one of the largest women’s clubhouses ever built in the United States. She was proud of it and for years kept
in touch with it and with the women of the club who had made her an honorary life member. In 1963, the club officially admitted men and changed
its name to the Berkeley City Club, the name the clubhouse has now gone
by for more than fifty years. But the building itself was not changed in any
significant way. It remains a landmark in Berkeley, forever linked with the
name of Julia Morgan.

Berkeley City Club, circa 1930s. Photo
courtesy of Berkeley City Club Archives.

Recently, while sorting through and cataloguing the Berkeley City Club
Archives, I was startled to learn that the clubhouse almost missed being
designed by Julia Morgan. In 1928, after Julia Morgan turned them down,

the club directors actually gave the commission to design their clubhouse to another local firm paired with an architectural firm in Los Angeles!
How did this happen, and how did Julia Morgan get back on board as the architect?
According to the minutes of the Board of Directors, it began on February 16, 1928, when the club directors selected the
combination of Bernard Maybeck and Julia Morgan over the local Berkeley architect, W.H. Ratcliff. But Morgan and
Maybeck were not associated in an architectural firm. They each had separate practices, and each declined, pleading
other commitments. The directors then chose Allison & Allison, a firm of brothers in Los Angeles, who would work
in association with a local Oakland firm of husband and wife, Morrow & Morrow. Somehow, discussions of the contract terms broke down, and the directors terminated all further negotiations. The board minutes did not report the
reasons for this breakdown. Finally, on June 7, 1928, a committee appointed by the board president nominated thre
e more choices to vote on: Julia Morgan (alone, not paired with Bernard Maybeck), Walter H. Ratcliff Jr., and George
W. Kelham.
All three were distinguished architects. George W. Kelham (1871-1936) was an architect in San Francisco who had
designed the San Francisco Public Library in 1917 (now the Asian Art Museum) and had been chosen to be the supervising architect for the Berkeley campus in 1927. Walter H. Ratcliff, Jr. (1881-1973) was a Berkeley developer and
banker as well as a prolific architect whose firm, dating to 1906, had designed many domestic, commercial, and institutional buildings, including Berkeley’s first skyscraper in 1925 (now the Wells Fargo Building). Julia Morgan, of course,
was a highly successful Beaux-Arts architect, based in San Francisco, who had already designed hundreds of projects
and was halfway through Hearst Castle, her largest architectural commission. She had recently begun designing the
Chapel of the Chimes in nearby Oakland.
When the thirteen directors present voted, the results were as follows: Julia Morgan, eleven votes; Walter Ratcliff, two
votes; George Kelham, zero votes. The directors then agreed to make the vote unanimous for Julia Morgan.
This time, Julia Morgan did not plead other commitments but responded within a week with the form of contract she
preferred. The directors agreed to have a lawyer draw up the contract, and on June 13, 1928 carried a motion to make
a public announcement that the club had chosen Julia Morgan as the architect for their new clubhouse. The rest is
history.
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Claremont Hotel Turns 100

The Claremont Hotel circa 1930. BHS postcard collection.

The Claremont Hotel, or Hotel Claremont as it has sometimes been known (now the Claremont Hotel Club & Spa),
opened in 1915 and will celebrate its centennial this fall when its latest renovation is completed. The hotel’s history
intertwines with that of Berkeley and even relates to both of the BHS exhibits, “Berkeley Goes to the Fair” and “Art
Capital of the West.”
After a fire in 1901 destroyed the large family home on the site, Frank Havens, “Borax” Smith, and John Spring bought
the land. They planned the hotel as the terminus of one of the Key Route trains and a centerpiece of a new housing
development. Architect Charles W. Dickey designed “a rambling half-timbered Elizabethan structure, whose peaked
roofs, tower, and angled wings followed the contour of the hills.” Construction began in 1906, and it accelerated to accommodate refugees from the April 1906 earthquake, but building materials became scarce, and although the building
was enclosed by the end of that year its interior was unfinished. The partners ran out of funds during the financial panic of 1907-08 and it sat empty for years, “its unpainted plaster surfaces and its trim, white with a coat of primer, giving
the reverse effect of a traditional half-timbered exterior,” as seen on postcards of the era. Finally, it was completed in
time to house visitors to the Panama Pacific Exposition in 1915.
By the late 1920s the hotel included an art gallery, run by Harry Noyes Pratt (1879-1944), a writer of poetry, fiction,
and art criticism who had been the editor of the Overland Monthly and went on to direct the Haggin Museum in Stockton and the Crocker Art Museum in Sacramento.
The trim was painted brown, as designed, in 1915 or soon thereafter, but subsequent owners Claude and Florence
Gillum decided to paint everything bright white in time for the 1939 Golden Gate Exposition to ensure that the hotel
would be visible from Treasure Island. Thus it has remained, through a series of other owners, ever since.
There are two entertaining legends about the hotel: that Havens won it from his partners in a game of either checkers,
dominoes, or poker (accounts vary), and that a female UC student measured its distance from the campus, determined
that at least part of the building was beyond the one-mile radius for liquor sales and could therefore house a bar, and
was rewarded with free drinks for life.
The hotel, along with a number of homes, is located in that odd borderland that has Berkeley mailing addresses but
pays Oakland property taxes (to receive Oakland city services).
Ann Harlow, with quotes from Berkeley Architectural Heritage Association
House Tour booklet, “Around the Claremont Hotel,” 2001
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A George Berkeley Pilgrimage
On May 28 and June 2, 2015, I had the opportunity to visit two George Berkeley sites. The first was the Berkeley
Library at Trinity College in Dublin, Ireland, and the second was Berkeley’s burial site in Christ Church Cathedral
in Oxford, England. The George Berkeley Library is a large concrete building in a very prominent location on the
College campus. Berkeley attended Trinity from 1700 to 1704 and later served there as a librarian, junior dean, and
tutor and lecturer in divinity, Greek, and Hebrew. The Library
was built in 1967. In front of the Library is a bronze sculpture by
Arnaldo Pomodoro, Sphere Within Sphere, just like the one at the
Center Street entrance to the University of California, Berkeley.
Bishop Berkeley died in Oxford, England, in 1753, shortly after
his arrival there to manage the education of his son. Berkeley
is buried on the south side of the Cathedral’s nave between two
rows of pews. His gravestone, a marble floor tile, is inscribed
with the words of Alexander Pope, “To Berkeley ev’ry virtue under Heaven,” almost eradicated after hundreds of years of worshipers stepping on it. On a column a few feet from the grave is
a memorial to Berkeley, one of the largest in the Cathedral, with
an inscription in Latin.
Photos and text by Larry Layne
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Steve Jenner

Patricia and Michael DeVito

BERKELEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS
Please check the address label when you receive BHS mailings to see if your membership is still current. Members
who are due for renewal are sent two reminder letters, each with return envelopes, six months apart. If they do not
respond after two reminders their membership will be dropped.

It Wasn’t Always Berkeley Farms

George Sabatte Jr. poses in his father’s home delivery milk truck in 1941.
Founded in 1910 by John Sabatte, the South Berkeley Creamery evolved
from a single horse and buggy route to the Berkeley Farms of today,
changing its name in 1955. Photo courtesy of Berkeley Farms.

Changing of the Guard

The last Arlington Avenue streetcar and the first Arlington Avenue bus,
June 26, 1948. BHS photo # 578-194-3457.
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Committee Reports
Archives
Interesting books added to the collection are Robert Edwards’s Pedro de Lemos, about an artist
who worked and exhibited in Berkeley in the early 20th century, and Kirby William Brown’s
California Faience, documenting a ceramics firm that was located on Hearst Street. Joe McDonald has enlarged our holdings of veteran’s materials, including Berkeley Vietnam War veterans.
From Ed Herny we received a charming 1931 calendar of the Tokio Cleaning and Dyeing Works,
then located on Channing Way. Our volunteers Daphne Bogart and Guido Abeles continue to
make progress in cleaning up and describing various backlogs, and Larry Layne is refining and
enhancing access to our map collection.
Bill Roberts

Oral History
Summer was a somewhat laid-back period for the Oral History Committee, but now that we are
heading into fall, we are looking forward to continuing our mentoring program of the Berkeley
High students in three projects: the Jewish Community Center's Yiddish Conversation Group,
the Japanese-American community, and Berkeley social activists of the '50s and '60s. As school
gets busier, we would be interested in getting more people involved in these three projects. If you
might be interested, please contact Jeanine Castello-Lin at jcastello.lin@gmail.com and Tonya
Staros at tstaros@gmail.com. For now, we are very pleased with the engagement of the students,
several of whom have already done the preliminary interviews and are looking forward to their
video interviews. Look for these interviews on our website in the coming months.
Tonya Staros (left) and Jeanine Castello-Lin (right)

Program
The Society’s Program Committee plans and helps with each exhibit and event. Our exhibits are
curated, researched and produced by our members. BHS events are also planned and hosted by
our members. The Program Committee meets once a month to support these activities. Our
next exhibit, "Art Capital of the West," curated by Ann Harlow, opens October 11, 2015 at 2 pm.
The formal announcement starts on the front page of this newsletter. Also opening this fall is a
small exhibit honoring the 100th anniversary of the University's Campanile, which showcases
the personal collections of members Steve Finacom and John Aronovici. Our current events
can be found in the Calendar on the last page of the newsletter. We welcome your ideas and we
would enjoy having you on the committee. Please contact Phyllis Gale at p2gale@gmail.com.
Our next two planned exhibits are the following:
April 2016–Sept 2016 Celebrating the 150th Anniversary of the Naming of Berkeley and the
early layout of the streets, homes, and farms.
Sept 2016–April 2017 Berkeley Goes to War: We will be marking the 100th anniversary of the
U.S. entry into World War I and the 75th anniversary of the beginning of World War II, with a
focus on Berkeley's role in these events.
Phyllis Gale
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Reservations for Events
Due to fire safety regulations, attendance at events in the Berkeley History Center is limited to 49 people. In order to
comply, we are now requesting advance reservations by phone or email, and we may not be able to admit those who
appear without a reservation. We apologize for this inconvenience.
This does NOT apply to the October 11 or November 11 programs, which will be held in the building’s auditorium.
But if you wish to attend one of the film viewings or the Laurence Rinder talk on November 19, please give us your
name(s) by phone at (510) 848-0181 or by email, rsvp@berkeleyhistoricalsociety.org.
If you make a reservation for an event and are unable to attend, PLEASE notify us in advance so another person may
take your place. Thank you for your cooperation.

Join, Renew, Make a Gift, or Volunteer
Membership in the Berkeley Historical Society helps maintain the quality of all our programs and operations. Members receive
the newsletter, priority reservations, and discounts on walking tours. You can also give a gift membership or add to our endowment fund. Your contributions are tax deductible.

					

NEW

Individual $25 ____ Student/Low income $15 ____
Business $100 ____

Sponsor $100 ____

RENEWAL
Family $30 _____

Contributor $50 _____

Life Member (& spouse) $500 ____

Please print clearly.

Name(s) __________________________________________________________
Address __________________________________________________________
City __________________________ State _______ Zip ______________
Phone ____________________________________
E-mail ____________________________________
I would like to . . .
___
___
___
___
___
___

be a docent one afternoon a month
help put up exhibits
catalog acquisitions
help with educational programs
help with oral history projects
do research

___ help with event setup/cleanup
___ help with website
___ write articles for newsletter
___ donate items to archives
___ other interests or suggestions:
____________________________________________

Make check payable to Berkeley Historical Society or BHS and mail to:
BHS, PO Box 1190, Berkeley, CA 94701
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Berkeley Historical Society Calendar
Sunday, September 27, 3-5 pm: Inside the Free Speech Movement film, Part Two (reservation recommended)
Sunday, October 4, 3-5 pm: Inside the Free Speech Movement film, Part Three (reservation recommended)
Thursday-Saturday, October 6-8: History Center closed for installation of new exhibit.
Saturday, October 10, 10 am: On the Berkeley Waterfront walking tour led by John Underhill (by reservation*)
Visit the current waterfront, seen with 150 years as background. Visit Shorebird Nature Center, ship chandlery, the
Berkeley Yacht Club and the concrete submarine. Extended flat walking.
Sunday, October 11, 2-5 pm: “Art Capital of the West” exhibit opening program and reception (see pages 1 and 4)
Sunday, October 18, 10 am: Thousand Oaks Rock Walk led by Paul Grunland (by reservation*)
The Thousand Oaks neighborhood of Berkeley has an unusually large number of exposed rocks called Northbrae rhyolite. We may be privileged to visit private gardens where examples of these spectacular rocks are hidden from public
view and where the rocks have been imaginatively incorporated into the landscaping. One such rock served as the
northern boundary marker for the Rancho San Antonio land grant. Limit 30 people. Not wheelchair accessible.
Saturday, October 24, 10 am: North Cragmont Neighborhoods walk led by Buzz Cardoza (by reservation*)
The walk will focus on some of the unusual and eccentric architecture of the area and remembrances of some of the
unusual characters who lived in the neighborhood. This walk will take you past huge homes, one built on a rock, storybook style homes, and an observatory on top of a garage. The tour leader was a paper boy in the area many years ago.
Saturday, November 7, 10 am: Mme Chiang Kai-shek and Her Claremont Neighborhood walk led by Burl Willes
(by reservation*)
A letter written in 1943, rediscovered in 2009 and donated to BHS, unravels an amazing story of how May-ling Soong,
aka Madame Chiang Kai-shek, was able to cross the “color line” and rent, then buy a home on beautiful Avalon Ave.
We’ll visit the James Palache house (1876) and talk about many of her remarkable neighbors.
Wednesday, November 11: Veterans Day event (check website and email for details)
Saturday, November 14, 10 am: Emeryville Art Walk led by Sandy Friedland (by reservation*)
For a city on land of just 1.2 square miles, Emeryville has an unusually rich collection of public art, both along its sidewalks, in public and private courtyards, and in the lobbies of some of its newer buildings. Join us for a tour of the more
notable installations on a flat, 2.5-mile route through this town, home to Pixar, Clif Bar, Peet’s, and Jamba Juice — not
to mention Rudy’s Can’t Fail Cafe. Along the way, we’ll learn some of the fascinating history of this colorful little town,
which Earl Warren once called the “rottenest city on the West Coast.”
Thursday, November 18, 7 pm: Talk by Laurence Rinder, “The New Downtown Berkeley BAMPFA” (by reservation, priority to BHS members until November 1)
Lawrence Rinder is director of the UC Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive (BAMPFA). He has held
positions at the Museum of Modern Art, New York; Walker Art Center, Minneapolis; and the Whitney Museum of
American Art, New York. He was also Dean of the College at the California College of Arts and Crafts. His talk will
concern the new home of BAMPFA in downtown Berkeley. He will discuss the museum’s key design features and
programmatic goals.
* Walking tour signup forms have been mailed to members and are also available at the Berkeley History Center
during open hours and on our website. To check at the last minute for available spaces, call the Center, (510) 848-0181.
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